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How long has that IT closet been a gear graveyard?

If you have a pair of vintage Levi’s 501’s, then there is a chance your investment will go up 
in price, but if we are talking about your IT assets like servers/networking/storage 
hardware then the value of those items is only heading in one direction… Down. How fast 
the value of that hardware declines is generally out of your hands. Unlike those barely 
worn jeans or a pristine vintage mustang the time to evaluate letting go of your used or 
decommissioned IT assets is sooner rather than later.

What’s in your IT closet?

Do you only clear it out when you cannot push the 
door open anymore?

Are you thinking about IT asset decommissioning 
but have no idea what you would do with the 
remaining gear? 



What’s in your IT closet?

Maintaining IT infrastructure involves a constant game of out with the old and in with the 
new or newer. That process can be intimidating if not overwhelming...

Ethos Dynamics is here to help.
Not only can we appraise the equipment, we can also provide data destruction 
certificates for all HDDs.  If you do not have an inventory of what you have collected, 
Ethos can manage all packing and logistics and send a full audit report once we receive 
your equipment in our Atlanta location, or any of our other audit facilities.  If you decide to 
accept our offer you can either get a check or put that money towards future Ethos 
purchases, further stretching your IT budget since there is no capital outlay. 

While our main areas of focus are on datacenter and enterprise class networking, storage 
and servers, we can also assist with your laptop, desktop and associate device 
inventories. Ethos should be the first call you make when optimizing IT asset value is of 
paramount concern. 

Call us today
to find out how we can help 1-800-930-7346



What’s in your IT closet?

The sooner we evaluate your assets, the more value 
you will get for your buy back.

Sort & Settle Evaluate Reverse Logistics

1. 2. 3.

Ethos will coordinate with key staff and 
efficiently process any and all IT 

assets so that your team can remain 
focused on their primary tasks.

We will then evaluate all assets and 
determine their suitability for buy-back, 

trade-in or recycling and generate a 
formal proposal.

We have extensive domestic and 
international logistics experience and 
expertise. Ethos will manage end to 

end logistics to ensure that the entire 
process runs smoothly.

Ethos has been a fantastic partner for Liquid’s IT needs. They always give honest 
suggestions based on our needs, even if it is less expensive. They also have an awesome 
3rd party maintenance program. They delivered a power supply on Christmas Eve into NYC 
in an hour to make sure our staff could get it installed and still be home for the holidays.”

Donald Cosgrove
Director of IT Infrastructure | Liquid Technologies

“



What’s in your IT closet?

Complete IT Asset Recovery Solutions For Your 
Organization

Full technical de-installation, packing / crating services, and 
transportation.

Decommission
�

We assess equipment & market conditions to maximize 
your ROI potential.

Valuation
�

Chain-of-custody reporting & documentation keeps you protected 
from costly fines and fees while minimizing risk.

Data Security
�

We maximize the recoverable value of your IT equipment 
by utilizing our network of retail & wholesale channels 
for the most competitive pricing.

Value Recovery
�

At Ethos Dynamics, we develop long term 
relationships to help our clients realize the hidden 
value of ALL their IT assets.

GET YOUR COMPLETE IT ASSET EVALUATION NOW

Address
470 Satellite Blvd. NE
Suite J
Suwanee, Ga 30024

Phone
1-800-930-7346

Email us
sales@ethosdynamics.com



Learn more about Ethos at 

ethosdynamics.com
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